Attention to Lesion: Lesion-Aware Convolutional Neural Network for Retinal Optical Coherence Tomography Image Classification.
Automatic and accurate classification of retinal optical coherence tomography (OCT) images is essential to assist ophthalmologist in the diagnosis and grading of macular diseases. Clinically, ophthalmologists usually diagnose macular diseases according to the structures of macular lesions, whose morphologies, size, and numbers are important criteria. In this paper, we propose a novel lesion-aware convolutional neural network (LACNN) method for retinal OCT image classification, in which retinal lesions within OCT images are utilized to guide the CNN to achieve more accurate classification. The LACNN simulates the ophthalmologists' diagnosis that focuses on local lesion-related regions when analyzing the OCT image. Specifically, we first design a lesion detection network to generate a soft attention map from the whole OCT image. The attention map is then incorporated into a classification network to weight the contributions of local convolutional representations. Guided by the lesion attention map, the classification network can utilize the information from local lesion-related regions to further accelerate the network training process and improve the OCT classification. Our experimental results on two clinically acquired OCT datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed LACNN method for retinal OCT image classification.